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The four m 51e~-.erienced• - ,I •names In gear m -inul,. idur, ng
• -! -lusl -.ecame one.

'he Heritage
For many years, there has been an
uaderstandingarnonq gear producers: lif you
want the besfCNC Ihoobing machines, you
call American Pfau1er. for the best large gear
cutting machines, generating grinders and
measuringi machines, you go to Maag; for the
finest CBN form grinders, it's Kapp; when it
comes to snaoers.jou must have Lorenz.
Thecentuaes of eraftsrnansh ip that
devetoped these fine machines are
undeniable. The modern, computerized
technology that keeps them on the I'eading
edge of major industry is dynamic, Butthere
has been a revolutionary chang,e in the way
they're distributed.

The, AI ianc,e'
As of July 1, 1986, Maagl and Lorenz have
joined the American Pfauter family,
representingi the full range of CNC gear
production technology. To customers who

dependl on excellence in gear manufacturing,
this means access to the industry's premier
systems from a single source, Now. as a
s]ngle source. American PfauteI, will
coordinate alii applicason engineering, sates
and service for this comp'lete line of
equipment from its reoently expanded
manufacturing facility.

'The' Commitment
The American Pfauterfamily of companies
lis committed to offering a complete range ot
modern eNC gear production technology.
!Everyt'hing from indiV,idual 'hobbing, ,grinding,
measuring: and finishing: machines, to
customized flexible ,gear manu:faoturing
systems for larg.e or small lot sizes, For
additional information, contact American
P'fauter Ltd., 9'25 East !Estes Avenue, Elk
Grove Village, IlL60007, Phone (312)
640~7500,

I
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Who Says Quality Has to Cost More?
We Dorlt! New Angle Gear produces precision, hard finished

spiral bevel gearing, at cut and lapped prices.
Utilizing the Klingelnberg HPG·S method, state-

of-the-art equipment delivers spiral bevel gears up
to 30 Inches diameter, at AGMA Levels 10-13.And
New Angle gears accommodate higher loads
(torque) with "whisper" quiet operation. Or ... you
may opt to reduce gear size to further reduce cost

Also, matched sets are a thing of the past with
our process of proven repeatability.

Our FREE quick facts brochure can
tell you a lot more ... Write or Call:

NEW ANGLE GEA.
Killg of Prussia, PA 19406
Pholle: (215) 337-5400
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Vehicles of all kinds were the: subject of
many studies by Leonardo da Vinci. He did
sketches of all sotts of conveyances from
armored cars to horseless carriages. DIU
co~ this month shows one of LeonarrJo s
renditions of a transmission unit (or the:
axle of a wagon. The large. toothed
horizontal wheel turns the axle many times
for eKh of its own revolutions, converting
a slow action by the: prime mmoer into a
faster one at the cart wheels themselves.
This design of a transmission s}'stem with
a multipMng ratio is similar to one he used
(or miJJ.st0nes, with the addition of a
handbrake.
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Before you buy a C CGear
-...... ,Inspe,ction System, ask

these fo,ur Questions

1. Can we get complete inspection of
both gears and cutting tools?
With the 1M& 1M2000 QC System, the answer lis
~. The system will test lead and involute proms
characteristics of internal or external gears and splines,
lit is the only universal gear tester available which provides
true index lesting without expensive attachments, In addition,
we have full .-develo ed software for checking l1obs, sna.ver
outters, .sllaper cutters, an - other cylindrical pans such as
worms and cams, -

Hob Pressure A..ogleCheck Shaver Culler Lead Check

2. Can you eustemlze software' to meet our qualirty-
inspection specifIcations?
At IM& 1MPrecision, we wril.e and develop om own inspection
software, Our technical team can and has implemented in-
spection specifications :into specific software for ,individual' re-
qulrements, Our current library includes line/curve fitling as
well as modified K-chart analysis routines,

uneJCurve Filllog Modified K·Chart Analysis

3. OK, you can inspect gears
and cutting tools. What else' is available 10

ajd us in quality control of the manufacturing
process?

At M & 1MPrecision, we have fully integrated such advanced
software' packages as Statisticall Process Controll and Tooth
Topography into our standa.rd testing software. Our SPC pro-
gram can identify non-random variations and provide, early
warningl of variations which are' approaching tolerance llrnlts,
Our Tooth Topography software' features automatic testing ot
lead and involute at multiple locations and provides two- and
three-dlmenslonal graphics,

SPC Run Chari fopologlcal Map

4. Do,you have the technlcall support team and In-
staillation experience 1,0back up the hardware and
software provlided? .
At 1M& 1MP,recision, we have a technical team with over 45
man- yea,s or experience in developing eNC gear inspection
hardware and sonware, All software for our QC 2000 System
has been developed in-house, ln addition, we have working
installations at these I:eading companies:

• General Motors • Cincinnati IMilacron
• T'RW • Chrysler
'. Ford Motor • Pratt & Whitney
• Warner Gear • Rocketdyne

For details on earadvanced QC 2000 System and available
software, contact 1M& 1MPrecision Systems, 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449,513/859'-8273,

.M&M PRECISION
SYSTEMS

AN ACA.fE CLEVEl.AND CCJl;APAN"f'



THE COMPETITIVE EDGE

Now that the new tax bill has been
passed. the trne has come to begin
evaluatIng how It will affect Investment
strareqes In the machine tool ousmess.
Your first reacnon may be to tnmk that
any rrouvanon to Invest In capital
Improvements In your company ISgone.
because both the investment tax credIt
and the accelerated oeoreoaeon on
capital investment have been removed
from the tax law. After all. If Uncle Sam
is not goIng [0 help us out through
some short term tax gaIns. why should
we bother? Can we afford to bother7

The old tax laws did provide certain
Incentives. and trier derruse Will requre
all of us to rethink our investment
strategies carefully; however. It ISself-
defeating to assume that now [hat the

tax breaks are gone. so ISany reason to remvesr In our companies The question IS.can we afford
not to Invest In the latest most advanced capItal equipment we can. regardless of any changes In
tax law.

HaVIng JUst returned from rMTS. I am more aware than ever of the exciting and rapid changes
occurring every day In machine tool technology. The company that does nor keep up will.
inevitably. be left behInd. MaintaInIng one's cornpetmve edge ISalso the best way to take advantage
of some of the breaks that have been written into the new tax cooe. The droppIng of the over-all
corporate tax rate rends to offset the deletion of tax incentives for Investment. but only for
compsmes that remain profitable. Ultimately. an investment In the best. most advanced machinery a
company can afford ISIts Investment In maintaInIng its profits.

Undenrably. the newest technology ISexpensive. Current economic condnons are unsettled. and
certain. comforting old tax breaks are gone. But. equally undeniably. the advent of CNC gear
manufacturrng equpment has gIven the Industry a kind of flexibilIty In producnon never dreamed
poSSIblea few years ago; a flexibility that can provde a crUCIalcornpeouve edge. For example. a
past customer of ours. working In the 0" field Industry. bought a CNC gear hobber. even though
he was not convinced he needed the CNC capabllrty for hiS purrx::Jses.Then the bottom fell our of
the all Industry. Now the "extras" he dIdn't think he needed gIve him the capabilIty to econorrucajy
produce small qeaotmes of gears at a low cost because his set-up time ISso much faster than it was
on hiS older. manual machmes. HIS CNC machine provdes him With lower manufacturing costs.
better utIlIzation of hiS plant and less money tied up In finished Inventory. at a rime when he
desperately needs those advantages to weather the econorruc storm

Advanced technology provides manufacturers with economc and compentive advantages they
cannot eaSIlydo WIthout In today's world marketplace. In such a situation. to stay In the same
place IS[0 fall behind Tax breaks or no tax breaks. we each must ask ourselves the question. "Can
I afford not to Invest In the future of my company?"



BALANCE IS CRITI'CAL-MONITORING ESS,ENTI'AL

These are changing times
for industry. Trauma and
uncertainty are always a
part of change, and
change is not always for
the better. Change is
usually forced, most
frequently by competition.
Our competitive free
enterprise system should
be able to respond to

I competition because that's
its basis. These are critical
years. If we do not
respond effectively to
change and competition. it
could be orsasterous.

E J. Campbell. President and CEO of Newport News
Shipbuilding, in his Rentschler Memorial Lecture at the
Tenth Annual Meeting of the Iron Castings Sooety. has
addressed these same Issues. Some of hts thoughts are
worthy of repeating and commenting on. Mr. CampbeJJ
calls for "individual and national resolve" to meet the
challenge of competitiveness. which. he says, Will be
the economic agenda for the next decade. His call to
action, while surely essential. ISquite broad and leaves
most of us With the feeling that the job is so big that it
must be someone else's.

Thrs writer feels much more comfortable discussing
technology itself rather than the strategies and policies
concerning its Influence on the well-being of firms and,
thus, the nation However, it's time that technical
people In Industry take a broader view and enlarge their
sphere of Influence. Although Carnpoeu'secoress does
nor discuss technology, It'S qUite easy to Visualize
improved generatjon and utilization of technology as a
part of the' 'resolve" he says ISessential. As a matter of
fact. some changes are already in motion. Given our
many special interest groups, though, to get agreement
on action plans is most difficult.

DALE BREEN IS the direaor of ASM£'s Gear Research
Institute He has a mester's degree in metallurgy from the
University of Michigan and a MBA from the University of
Chicago. He is a member of the American Society of
Mechanical Engmeers, the SoCiety of Automonve Engineers.
the American Society of Lubrication Engineers, the American
Institute of MIning and MetallurgICal Enqmeers and an
Amencsr: Society of Metals Fellow. Mr. Breen is co-author of
me book, Hardenability of Steel and author of a chapter in
Fatigue and Microstructure, as well as numerous shorter
articles on gears, metallurgy and fatigue

On an a priori basis. it's easy to see the relationship
between technology generation and utilization and
progress. The problem comes in establishing priorities
and balance. as. for example. In the areas of baSICvs
applied or "bread and butter research," me kind that
sometimes parallels development programs for the
purpose of prOViding answers so that development can
continue. My concern at trus moment has to do with
some of the shifts Charare taking place in this balance.
Many firms are reducing their technical capabilities
drastically. Thi.s has been common practice for decades
during times of economic distress. Then. when times
improve. there ISusually a return to an ernphasls on
technical development. Unfortunately, foreign
competition is such that the future doesn't look
promising, so comeback In terms of technology
utilization and generation in Industry is not apt to
happen. On the other hand, government laboratories
and univerSities. With the aid of tax dollars, are
redirectIng their acnvoes to try to help industry. so an
effort is being made which may help fill the gap.

It is difficult to be cnrical and not sound negative, but
we do need to continually. objectively monitor these
kinds of changes and assess their value. What about the
change we have just discussed: t.e .. the shrinkage of
research by industry and the expansion of it by entities
normally engaged in more baSICresearch? WrII the new
"research" be in synch with industry'S needs7 Will It be
done efficiently and with a sense of urgency7
MeaSUring the quality of research is difficult if its
objectives aren't clear. For instance, If the objective ISto
generate a doctoral thesis or a publication, the research
may not serve the needs of an industry operating In a
survival mode. On the other hand, a research program
which serves that need may not meet the cntena
reouirec for educational purposes. Many historians and
analysts of technology are In agreement that the
advance of technical knowledge depends on a system
in which universities. industries. and government make
demands on each other and cross-fertilize each other to
meet those demands. We expect ASME-GRI to be
actively partiCipating in this arena. The management of
ASME-GRI is dedicated to the promotion of both basic
and applied research and to being sensitive to the
necessary balances between them.

Two things are certain All we technologists need an
increased awareness concerning what's gOing on In
both industry and in research and a resolve to partICI-
pate unselfishly in order to maintain the balance that
Will aid our domestic industry retain its competitive edge.

Dale Breen, Director
ASME Gear Research Institute

6 Gear Techno.logy
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Kinematic Analysis of Robotic
Bevel ....Gear Trains

F. Freudenstein
R.W. Longman

c.-K. Chen
Columbia University - New York, NY

Introduction
In robot configurations it is desirable to be able to obtain

an arbitrary orientation of the output element or end-effector.
This impliesa minimum of two independent rotations about
two (generally perpendicular) intersecting axes. If, in addi-
t:ion, the output element performs a mechanical task such as
in manufacturing or assembly (e.g., drilling, turning, bor-
ing, etc.) it may be necessary for the end-effector to rotate
about its axis. If such a motion is to be realized with gear-
ing, this necessitates a three-degree-of-freedom, three-
dimensional gear train, which provides a mechanical drive
of gyroscopic complexity; i.e., a drive with independently
controlled inputs about three axes corresponding to azimuth,
nutation, and spin. -

In a recent artide(2) an ingenious bevel-gear train of this
type was described, and the-article refers to a project headed
by Mr. Louis Erwin, Project Coordinator of the Bendix Cor-

AUTHORS:

DR. FERDINAND FREUDENSTEIN is Higgins Professor of
Medumical Engineering at Columbia University. Besides his academic
activities, he has been active in: consulting work to industry. His
research interests include mechanisms, kinematics, dynamics, and
design analysis. Dr. Freudenstein is a member of ASME, the National
Academy of Engineering, Harvard Engineering Society, the Colum-
bia Engineering Society and numerous other professional and
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nine patentsl invention disclosures. He is the winner of numerous pro-
fessionaland academic awards.

R.W. LONGMAN is on the faculty of Columbia University, doing
research .incontrol and dynamics as related to spacecraft and robotics.
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Astronautical Sciences. He has been visiting professor at MIT, Univer-
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C."K. CHEN received his Bachelor of Science Degree from National
Taiwan University .and his Master of Science from Columbia Univer-
sity. He is p:rce.sentlya graduate research assistant at Columbia, work-
ing primarily in the area of mechanisms ..
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poration's Robotics Division, Southfield, Michigan, for the
motion of the end-effector of a heavy-duty industrial robot
(ML-360) ..

In this gear train.jhe orientation of the tool-carrying end-
'effector is determined by independent rotations about mutu-
.aJ1yperpendicular, intersecting axes in space, such as occur
in the two-gimbal mounts of gyroscopes. Inaddition, the end-
effector can rotate independently about its own axis. In such
gear trains the gears and arms rotate about nonparallel axes,
which may themselves be rotating about other nonparallel
axes.

Various methods for deriving the displacement equations
for spur-gear trains can be found in the -literature. (1, J. 6. 7. 8. 9)

For these the most systematic approach utilizes the fundamen-
tal circuits (obtained directly from the graph of the gear train)
from which the displacement equations follow automatically ..
In bevel-gear trains the analysis is more complex because of
the three-dimensional motion of the gears and arms. When
arm: motion is limited to a rotation about a fixed axis, the
displacement equation associated with a fundamental circuit
and given in Ref..4 should be used. In complex epicyclic
bevel-gear trains, however, the fundamental circuit equations
can no longe.r be reduced to scalarform, and one would need
to monitor the paths of all moving axes, as well as gear and
arm rotations. In the following sections a general method for
the kinematic analysis of such trains win be developed; first
w:ith reference to the previously mentioned robotic bevel-gear
train, and thereafter for bevel-gear trains oE arbitrary
complexity.

Kinematic Analysis of a Three.-Degree--of-FreedoDl
Robotic: Gear Train (Fig. 1)

(1) Kinematic Structure of Gear Train. The ge.ar train
described in, Ref.2, which is shown in cross section in
Fig. 1, has three coaxial input rotations (the rotations of shafts
I, 2, 3, relative to the frame 4). Bevel-gears I, 2, 5, 6, 7
transmit these rotations to the end-effector attached to gear
7 and housed in armS, which pivots on shaft 3. The axis
locations of the turning pairs are as follows:

Axis a: pairs 1-2, 2-4, 4-3
Axis b: pairs 3-5, 3-8, 3-6
Axis c: pair 8-7



Fig. 1- Cross section of robotic gear train shown in (21: 'Initiar' position
of gear train

:Flg" 3,- Fundamentalcircuit {2.,5 )(3) - schematic

The gr,aph of the gear train (in which linksare represented
by vertices, join'ts by edges, and the edge connection of ver-
tices corresponds to the joint connection ,of links) is shown
in..Fig. 2, in which light edges denote tQmiflg pairs and heavier
edges denote gear pairs ..As can be seen from the graph, the
gear train has 8 links, 11 joints (4 gear pairs and 7 turning
pairs). The mobility number of the spherical gear train is X
= 3. The degree of freedom, F, of the gear train is obtained
from the equation:

F='A.(I-j-I)+ Ef, (I)
where ,f. j, IIdenote the number of links, joints and freedom
of the Ilh joint. respectively. This yields.F = 3(8 - 11 - 1)
+ 15 =3.

From the graph we observe that there are four fundamen-
tal, circuits: (l,6)(3); (2.5)(3); (6.7){8);and (S.7){8). In this
notation the first two numbers for each cireuit designate the
gears" and the last identifies the arm. One special feature of
this gear train is evident at 'this point: since the pitch cones
of the gears Iormaclosed configuration. and the angle be-
Itween the axes of any gear pair is the same (a rightangle).
it follows that. the semi-vertex angle of the pitch cones alter-
nates between complementary values {G!. say, and, (90 deg
- 0:».

2

a

Fig, :2 - Graph of gear train of Fig. 1

fiB. 4 -Fu.1Idarnental circuit (1,6)(3) - schematic

We begin the analysis with the displaoemnt equations
associated with each fundamental drcuit

(2.) FundamentAl Circuit (2,5)(3). The fundamental. cir-
cuit is shown in Fig. 3, induding rotations 92, 6J ofshaEts
2 and 3. respectively. The positive direction of rotation of
shafts 1, 2, and 3, corresponds to a right-handed rotation
associated with the u.nit vector, i. of the fixed. right-handed,
orthogonal triad' a {.k). The direction of the axis of gear
5 is denoted by the outwardly drawn unit vector. us. and
point 0 is the point of intersection of the pitch cones of the
gears.

The direction of vector as is given by
u~=cosO,k+sin8\1 (2)

The angular displacements associated with the fundamen-
tal circuitare derived in Table 1 in terms of the tabular
method (surnof displacements with and relative to arm), Th
number of teeth on gea~i is denoted by N,. The vectorial
nature 01 the dlsplacernents is evident from the table.

(3) Fundamenta' Circuit (1,6)(3). The fundamental cir-
cuit, including the rotation. 91, of shaft 1, is shown in Fig.
4. The direction of the axis of gear 6 is denoted by the out-
wardly drawn unit vector, U6' where il6 = - Us. The

November/December 1986 9
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'Fig. S - Fundamental circuit (5. 7}(B) - schematic

angular displacements in this circuit are summarized in Table
2.

(4) Fundamental Circuit (5,7)(8). The fundamental cir-
cuit is shown in fig. S, in which (J,B denotes the angular
displacement of gear 7 relative to arm 8 (positive direction
defined by a..right-handed rotation about unit vector a" the
latter outwardly directed along the axis of gear 7);083

denotes the angular displacement of arm B relative to shaft
3 (posi'tive direction defined by a right-handed rotation about
unit vector us). The angular displacements in this circuit are
summarized in Table 3. These are functions of the unit vec-
tors Us and U7' The latter needs to be determined.

The initial position of arm 8 (see Fig. 1) was taken with
its axis coincident with the j-axis.The final position of arm
8 is obtained by two successive rotations:a. rotation of
magnitude 8BJabout the f-axis, followed by a rotation of
magnitude e; about the [-axis. A systematic way of deter-
mining the final position of vector U7 involves a. double ap-
plication of Rodrigues' equation, one fo,rm ofwruch (see for

...
k

Fig. 6 - Fundamental circuit (6.7)(8) - schematic

example, F. M. Dimentberg(S)) is as follows:

f' = reo ,p + (I - eose) (u. r) u + (u x r)silll\P (3)

In this equation r' denotes the final position or a vector,
r (the origin of both vectors lying on the axis of rotation),
rotating by an angle 4J about an axis, the direction of which
is that of unit vector a.

For the first rotation r = [, I/J - 8BJand a = k. This gives
F' ;;;;)easONl - 7sinOR] .

For the second rotation, we have r = [costlBJ - i sin883•

<p = 0'3 and il = f. This g:ives:
U. =r';;;; -sinO 1CO (J,i+eos(JM1J+sin9 Jsin9,k (4)1

In applying Rodrigues' equation to an open-loop
mechanism, such as a robot configuration, it is easiest to start
with the open end (the end-effector) and proceed toward Lhe
base. In this way, the initial. position of all. axes is the initial
or reference position of the axes (as shown in Fig. 1 for this
particular gear train) and the total number of rotations which
need to. be computed is minimized. It is worth noUng that

Gear 5Motion Gear 2

Table I Angular l1is,placements in fundamental circuil (2.5)(3)'·

Arm 1

(0) Motion with arm
(b} Motion relative

to arm o

Sum (actual meuon] (On +oJll
;;;;8J

IJJ

• !n!he tables 8, de~otes ~he angula~ displacement of gear i (relative 10 ground) and 8'1 the angular
displacement of gear I relative togear J (i.e., IJIj = ,IJ, - IJJ).

93J+
..2 1J23 (cos8) k +sin8) i)
Ns

10' Gear Teehno'iogy



Table 1
MOlio.n

(1'1) Motion witharm
Iii) MOlion relative

'10 arm

Arm3

Sum (Illl+ Ihli IlJ- --'-1.111';'
6

eJ

:: fJJ - --'- 9p(co\/h k + ~m9,i)
~

MOlion Gear S Gear;

(a) MOliol': wi.ih arm

(bl' Motion relative
to arm

fJJ+/1~Ir.i.8,]+ fJ~IU~
+ O'HU,

Sum
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since only the relative motions at the joints is needed, the
sequence of the finite rotations is immaterial [i.e., the rota-
tion operations are commutative). The angular displacements
of this circuit are summarized in Table 3.

(5) Fundamental' Circuit (6,7)(8).. This circuit is shown in
Fig. 6 and the angular displacements are summarized in Table
4.

(6) Compatibility Conditions. In the angular displace-
ments of the gears in the four fundamental circuits two gears
(5 and 6) occur in two fundamentalcircuits: Cear 5 occurs
in circuits (2,5)(3) and (5, 7)(8); and gear 6 occurs in circuits
(1,6)(3) and (6,7)(8). The angular displacements 'of 'each gear,
as derived from the two circuits, can now be equated. These
are the compatibility conditions which lead to the angular-
displacement equations of the gear traln.

From Tables 1 and 3, the compatibllitycondition for gear
5 is the following,

N,(J" . • N, (J" "
-" -" sinl.l,i+9,j+ ---- cosl.l,k

N.

= (0", - N: 8,.)sinIU+1.I3J+ (I.I~'- -: o.,,)co 8,k (5)

where
(6)

Similarly, using Tables 2 and 4, the compatibility condi-
tion for gear 6 is:

NI . ~ 0 NI •
- -I.II,sIIlO,I+(J,j- - fJ11cos8,kN~ . . N~' .

;; (8", + ~~ O,")sinO.i+81J+ (fJ J + N: 01,,)cosI.l1k (7)

where
NI N ( )- N 1.IL1= 1.1 1 + N 8,. 8.

n .~

(7) The Displacement Equations. The angular~ve]ocity
ratioofa pair of bevel-gears, i, i,with semivertex angles a,
and ai' respectively, and retaring about fixed axes with
angular velocities Wi and Wi' respectively, is given by

w, Sllla,

(9a)

In view of the right angle between the axes of the gears,
aj = 90 deg - .ai' so that

w, N,
'[anal == - == -

WJ (9h)

Hence, ifa denotes the semivertex angle of the pitch cone
of gear 1, it follows that

(lOa)

and that
I/IBna= ~/N,=N<IN7 (lOb)

Substituting equations (lOa, b) into the ,compatibility equa-
'lions (6) and (8), respectively, we have

(11)
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and
(12)

This yields

(13)

and

6'} == ~ (82 -8dtana (14)

Substitutil'\g Equation 14 into Equation 4 for 127we obta.in
the orientation of the end-effector, which is

,U7 == - sill [~ ('92 - 9. )tama] c-os9]i

+ Sin[ ~ {1.I2- 91)tana] sin83k (IS)

Equations 13-15 give the. orientation of the ,end-effe.dor and
its angular displacement as a function of the rotations of the
input shafts.

Discussion
The angular displacements of all gears as a fun.ction of in-

put rotations follows directly from the tables with the aid
of Equations 13-15. Equations 13~15support the statements
made in Ref.2 .. We find that: -

(a) 'fvVhen'the internal shafts land 2 rotate equally in op-
posite directions, arm 8 pivots about 'the wrist axes of gears
5 and 6 and tl7 = [,

(b) If shafts 1 and 2 a:re stationary, the entire assembly
rotates with shaft 3, the end-effector rotating at twice the
speed of shaft 3.

(c) If shafts 1 and 2 rotate equally in the same direction,
the end-effector rotates in its bearings in arm 8, the position
of which is determined by shaft 3.

Variation of the pitch-cone semivertex angle, II, can serve
to increase or decrease the magnitude of the angular
displacements of the end-effector relative to those of the in-
put shafts.

A General Procedure Ior the I<:ineml1tic Analysis
of Complex Bevel~Gea:r Trains

In light of the analysis which has just been given a sequen-
Hal, multi-step procedure applicable to the kinematic analysis
of general, complex bevel-gear trains can be formulated as
Follows:

(a) Dete:rmine the graph (i.e., the kinematic structure) of
the gear train, its degree of freedom and any special restric-
tions on dimensions (such as, the dosure of the pitch cones),

{b) Determine the fundamental circuits of the gear train.
(e) Derive the angular-displacement equations for each

fundamental circujt, keeping track not only .of the armand
gear rotations, but also .of the moving axes of these members.
In the case of gear trains of gyroscopic complexity (i.e., gear
trains in which one or more arms can rotate about two non~
parallel, intersecting axes} the general displacement equations
for a fundamental circuit are derived in the Appendix. In the
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gyroscopic compl.exity

case of gear trains of greater complexity (e.g., those in which
lhe arm can rotate about an ,arbitrary number of nenparallel.
intersecting axes), the fundamenlal-ci.f,cuit equation can be
derived gener,ally along similar lines by means of the multi-
ple application. of Rodriguestheorem.

{d) Determine the compatibility equations from the fun-
damental circuit equations.

(e) Determine the disp]aoement equations from the com-
patibility equations.

Conclus~on
The analysis of a, robotic. three-degree-of-freedom bevel-

gear train has been developed in detail and a general pro-
,croure outlined, which, with a, multiple applicasion of
Rodrigues~ theorem, yields a general and systematic procedure
for the kinematic analysis of bevel-gear trams 'of arbitrary
,complexity, such as occur in 'three-dimensional applications.
including robotics. The procedure can be readily
computerized,

AppendJx
The Displacement Equations for a Fu"d~mel'1tClI Circuit of

a Bevel-Gear Pair in a Bevel-GeQ.r Train of Gyroscopic Com-
plexity. We consider the genera] circuit consisting o.f bevel-
gears 1. 2,arm 3 and the gimbal mount of the .ann. as shown.
in Fig. '7.

A fixed, right-handed, Cartesian coordinate system
associated with unit vectors 1; j, , and with 1. 1in the horizon-
tal (or azimuthal) plane is shown with origin at the pint of
intersection of the pitch cones of the bevel gears. The rota-
'lion of the ann is composed .of the rotation • .p. about the
nutation axis (directed along unit vector a) and rotation, (J,

about azimuth axis, k. All rotations are defined in the righ't-
handed sense about their respective axes. Gears 1and 2 have
Nl and N2 teeth, respectively, and the rotation of gear ],
relative to 'the arm about the spin axis (unit vector s) i "".
The .azimuth, nutation, and spinaxesare indicated in the
figure.

The angular displacements of the gears and arm can be ob-
tained by considering the motion relative to and with the arm,
as given in Table S. In addition, we need to keep track of
the positions (/e, a,s) ofthe azimuth, nutation, and spin axes.
Vector f is fixed, and vector a isgiven by: -

o=cos9i+sin9j (AI)
Vector s is obtained from a double application of Rodrigues'

equation. (3) In the first rotation r ... f, q, ... q" u = {and
11" - k coS!/>- f sin¢.; <lindin the second rotation iI' - k cos¢!
- j sin¢. ¢ ,f} and u = f. This gives;

s""lr' = sin(/lsin61- 5indJcos9j+ kCOS\) (Al)
Substituting equations (AI, All into the resultant

displacements shown in Table 5, we obtain the angular
disp]a.cements of the gears relative to the fixed unit triad (i,
J. k)' as follows:
Posit.ion of gear 1:

(N~ +;/))C0597+ ( ~ ~+(/l}Sin9J+tlk (A3)

Position of gear 2:
IdJcos8+1/I-sinQ'lsin8)i+ (6sin8-tksinrko!>9)) (A4)

+ (8+ .pCiosQ)k
Position of arm 3:

dJco 8i +;/) inti) +9k (AS)

(continued on page 48)
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Mirror Finishing of Tooth Surfaces Using
A Trial Gear Grinder

With Cubic-Boron-Nitride Wheel
by
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Pig, 1 - Gear mirror finished by the authors' grinder
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Introduction
In conventional gear grinders, grinding wheels with Alun-

dum grains and a hardness of about 2000 HV have been used
for finishing steel gears with hardnesses up to about 1000 HV.
In this case, the accuracy of the gears ground is greatly af-
fected by wear of the grinding wheel because the difference
in hardness is comparatively small when the gears are .fully
hardened.

It is generally accepted that the wear of material becomes
smaller when its hardness is greater. Diamond is the hardest
of all materials; however, grinding wheels with diamond
grains (HK -6900 -9600)(11 axe not suitable for the finishing
of steel gears with hardnesses in the range of 100 to 1000 HV.
Although they can efficiently finish the tungsten carbide tools
with a higher hardness of about 1800 HV. Diamond is more
reactive with steel than with tungsten carbide at the high tem-
peratures and pressures which OCCU.f in the grinding process.
Therefore, chemical reaction and mechanical adhesion are
likely to occur at the interface of the cutting edges of dia-
mond grains and the virgin surface of steel, causing larger
losses in the diamond wheel.
Grinding wheels with cubic-boron-nitride (CBN) grains



have been used to sharpen high speed steel cutters w.ith a
hardness of about 850 HV21 and for finishing hardened
steels. The hardness of CBN grains is about 4600 HV}61 ap-
preciably lower than that of diamond grains. However, wear
of wheels with CBN grains is appreciably smaller than wheels
with diamond grains in the grinding of steels.

Recently, gear grinders with a CBN wheel have been
developed for finishing hardened steel gears, and a remark-
able reduction in the wear of the grinding wheel has been
achieved,13.4) as suggested by the results obtained from
grinding flat surfaces and circular cylinders. (S.7) However,
the tooth surfaces finished by CBN wheels were appreciably
rougher than those finished by Alundum wheels. It was
believed that CBN wheels never produce tooth surfaces with
a peak-to-valley roughness less than 1.0 fUll Rrna;<(== lOll in.
Raj. This has been the most important problem to solve in
the development of gear grinders with a CBN wheel.

In contrast to earlier results, (3.7) the authors succeeded in
remarkably decreasing the surface roughness of gear teeth and
finally achieved mirror-like finishing using a trial gear grinder
with a CBN wheel. Fig. 1shows a mirror finished spur-gear
with a module of 5. Crossed lines on the floor are clearly
seen on the tooth surfaces of the gear.

In this article, the mechanism of mirror finishing with a
CBN wheel will be explained, and then wear characteristics
of CBN wheels used in mirror finishing of steel gears will be
investigated by changing the speeds of the wheel and work,
the depth of cut, the amount of grinding Fluid, etc.

Trial Gear Grinder for Mirror-like Finishing
Meclumism of Gear Grinding
and the Shape of the Wheel

it is very important to examine the basic mechanism of
gear grinding and the shape of the grinding wheel which is
most suitable for obtaining very smooth mirror-like tooth sur-
faces. The most important factor in obtaining the mirror-
finished surfaces is the minimization of both the vibration
of the grinding wheel and the clearance in the guide ways
for the saddle on a work gear being ground. Moreover, the
mechanism of the grinder must be simple in order to obtain
a high accuracy gear grinder which can bring about accurately
finished teeth with a very small surface roughness of about
O.ll-'m Rmax.

After some investigation, it was found that the geometrical
shape of the CBN wheels used in the earlier experiments (3.41

are not suitable for the mirror finishing of tooth surfaces.
When the disk-type grinding wheel with a trapezoidal sec-
tion or the forming-type grinding wheel with an involute pro-
HIe is used, most parts of the tooth surfaces, (i.e., the dif-
ferent parts of a tooth profile) will be finished by different
abrasive grains located at the dilferent positions. In this case,
the height of a large number of the abrasive grains on the
wheel must be in the narrow range, less than 0.2 101m,in order
to obtain mirror finished surfaces, This is nearly impossible
in practice, and, therefore, mirror-finished tooth surfaces will
never be obtained when the disk-type and forming-type grind-
ing wheels are used.

The few protruding grains on the CBN wheel aile con-
sidered the enemy which prevents production of smoother

surfaces. This is because the protruding grains scarcely wear
due to the high wear resistance of CBN grains. After some
investigation, however, the authors succeeded in effect.ively
utilizing a few protruding CBN grains for mirror finishing
of tooth surfaces by using a trial gear grinder designed and
made by the authors.

Trial Gear Grinder with CBN wheel
Fig. 2 shows a schematic drawing of the trial gear grinder

used in the mirror finishing of spur gears. The wheel spindle
was rotated through a flat belt. with a width of 40 mm at
a rotational speed of about 1800 or 3600 rpm using an in-
duction motor with a maximum output of 1.5 KW. The roil-
ing motion for tooth profile generation was given by two
pairs of steel bands and a cylinder with a diameter approx-
imately equal to that of the base circle of the gear being
ground.

For guiding the saddle with a work-gear mounting shaft,
two cylinders and linear ball guide bushings were used under
preloadingconditions to avoid even the slightest run out
(meandering motion) which might occur during tooth pro-
file generation. The two pairs of angular ball bearings for
the CBN wheel spindle shaft were preloaded to about 1000
N using eight coil springs of the same size. Fig. 3 shows the
sectional view of the wheel spindle head.

Table 1shows specifications o.E grinding wheels used in the
present experiments. The Alundum wheels were used for
comparison tests. Truing of the CBN wheels was done by
a multi-grain type diamond dresser using an attachment
shown in Fig. 4. After truing, the CBN wheels were dressed
by an abrasive tip made of Alundum grains with vitrified
bonds. Grinding was done with and without grinding fluid.
Nonsoluble grinding fluid was used and flooded at a rat of
0.05 to 6.0 Llmin.

Mechanism of Mirror Finishing by CBN Wheel
As shown in Fig. 2, a dish-type CBN wheel was used in

the authors' grinder. Using this grinding wheel, plunge grind-
ing in the direction of the wheel axis was done on a test

Spindle head Test gear being ground

Fig. 2-Schemiltic drawing of the grinder used for mirror finishing of tooth
surface
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Angular ball
bearing

Bed of grinder

F.ig.3 - Sectional view of wheel spindle head Fig. 4-Attachment for truing of CBN wheel

TABLE 1- TYPES AND SP,E:CIIFICATIONS OF GRINDING WHEELS
, !

Abrasive grain Grain size Grade Concentration Bond Diameter

50 N 100 B 200 mm

100 N 100 B 200 mm
CBN

N M 200 mm100 75
200 N 100 B 200 mm

Abrasive grain Grain size Grade Structure Bond Diameter
--

60 K 6 V 200 mm
WA

K220 6 V 200 mm
-- -- --- -----

specimen with a width of 5 mm, and then the ground sur-
face was measured by a roughness meter to determine the
effects of truing and dressing upon the ground surface .. As
supposed, it was impossible to obtain surface roughnesses less
than 1.0 .~m Rmax even when careful truing was conducted
using the multi-grain diamond tip ..An example of the rough-
ness of the plunge ground surface is shown in Fig. 5(a). From
this figure we see that the surface roughness is about 1.5 ,!Lm
RmiIX and agrees with the one generally supposed from
earlier investigations.

However, surprisingly, the mirror finished surface with a
roughness of about 0.1 ,!LmRmax is obtained. Fig. 5(b) shows
the same wheel used for generating tooth surfaces just after
the plunge grinding.

Mirror Finishing by CBN Wheel With No Wear.
A roughness curve obtained from the plunge grinding is

shown on the right side of Fig. 6. This curve indicates the
envelope of the effective grains which participate in the final
finishing of the plunge grinding. One of the valJeys in the
roughness curve may not be finished by the top of a single
grain, but for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that one
valley is produced by one grain. In Fig. 6, Numbers 2', 1',
0, 1, 2, and 3 are given to the valleys of the roughness curve

r 6 'Gear Technology

to indicate the tops of the effective grains in the plunge
grinding ..

In the case 'of generatinggrinding, only a few grains parti-
cipate in finaJ finishing and can bring about mirror finished
surfaces if the gear grinder is properly designed, accurately
made, and if the work feeding speed (rolling speed of base
cylinder) is properly selected.

For example, when a CBN wheel which has produced a
plunge ground surface with a roughness of about 1.5 /Lm
Rmill<. is used for generating tooth profiles of the test gear as
shown Table 2, only grains 01,1, and 2 participate in the final
finishing of teeth as shown in Fig. 6. Only the grain "Of'par-
ticipates in the final finishing at the section {A - At while
the grain "I" does at the sections (B - B) and (B' - ;S'). The
three limited areas finished by the corresponding three grains
0, 1, and 2 are indicated in fig. 6(a).

Mirror Finishing by CBN Wheel With Wear
When wear of a CBN wheel has occurred after grinding

many teeth, the effective surface of the wheel deviates from
a straight line, which is schematically shown on the right side
of Fig. 7. The maximum wear at the edge of the wheel is 6
,!Lm,and the height of effectiv,e grains is 2 ~m, and their pitch



is 0.1 mm. The calculated results indicate that the effective
grains participating in final. finishing are three in number as
shown in Fig. 7(a).

In the case of the wheel with actual shape of wear pattern,
similar results were obtained when the maximum wear, the
height of effective grains and the pitch of the grains were
nearly equal to those of the schematieal shape of wear pat-
tern, This result was supported by experiments in which mir-
ror finished surfaces wer,e obtained using a CBN wheel with
wear.

Mirror Finished and ConventionQlly Finished Gears
Specifications of test gears used in the comparison tests are

shown in Table 2. The hardness ,of test gears used for the
foUowing experiments was the' same (800 HV) although some
gears with different hardnesses were used for obtaining the
grinding ratio.

7:ooth Surlace Roughness
Hg ..8 shows surface roughnesses of test gears finished by

three different methods. The roughnesses were measured in
the direction ,of tooth profile using a Talysurf roughness
meter. Fig. 8(a) indicates the surface roughnesses of the test
gear which was mirror finished by a CBN wheel using the
trial geargrinder designed and made by 'the authors ..Fig. 8(b)
shows the surface roughnesses of Ithe gear finished by a
coaventienal precision gear grinder with an Alundum wheel ..
fig. B(c) shows 'the roughnesses of the gear finished ana preci-
sion hobbLng machine with a carbide skiving-hob. It is evi-
dent from Fig. 8 that the surface roughness of the test gear
finished by the authors' grinder is extremely small and is about
0.1 I!m Rmax (about 1.0 p. in. Ra).

Tooth Profile and Tooth Trace
Surface durability of gears cannot be increased sufficiently

bya reduction in roughness of teeth alone. Accuracies of the
tooth profile and 'the tooth trace must be increased at th same
time. Figs. '9 and 10 showthe tooth profiles and traces of
test gears finished by three different methods. from these
figures it may be seen that both the tooth profile and 'the tooth
trace of the gear mirror finished by theauthors' grinder are
the best, This is because the mechanism of the grinder is very
simple, resulting in an accurate generating motion.

:Fig.. 5 - Roughnesses of urface produced by CBN wheel

(a) Plunge ground surf~ce
O.lmm

(b) Generated tooth surface

1---

Conditions .for Mirror finishing

Effects of Grain Size and Wheel Sp.eed
It is generally supposed that grinding wheels with a very

small grain size are indispensable for obtaining mirror-ftnished
surfaces. However, this supposition does not apply to th
authorsgrinder as can be understood from the m -chani m

TABLE 2-SPECIFICATJOI'IIS OF TEST GEARS

fig. 6-MKhanjsm of mirrorfInishing by wheel WIth no wear

1-

A B

I
:;

Z' .:.:
l' :'o ..:
1 ::.

2 .:::
3 '.'::~

A-A section
(b) Single grain in mirror finishing

at each cross sectIon

S' A B

(a) Three regions finiShed by thre grains

8'-9' section 8-8 section
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Grain "'" A B Grain "1"
,;8

Tooth

~2mm
.........- 4)Jm

Starting
point of
;nvol ute

B' A B

(al Three regions finished by three grains

8'-B'sect; on
:.::t.2;;m

B-B section
A-A section

(b) Single grain in mirror finishing
at each cross section

Fig. 7 - Mechanism of mirror finishing by wheel with wear

Tooth No.

No.1 \.~ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ "

No.IO "" '\\ \ '\ '\ '\ \'\ \ '\'"

(a) Ground on the authors' grinder

~

~

- .
. . .. - I. .

~ -

r~o.1 f)J:
O .. lmmNo.lO

(b) Ground on a conventional grinder

NO.l.~

NO.IO~

(e) Skived on a hobbing machine

Fig. 8 - Roughnesses of tooth surfaces

previously mentioned.
Pig. 11 shows surfaces of two CBN wheels with which mir-

ror finished tooth surfaces were easily obtained at a work
rolling speed less than 20 mm I min and a depth of cut less
than 30 ,/tm. For clarification purposes, Fig. 12 shows sur-
face roughnesses of teeth finished under grinding conditions
outside the best for mirror finishing. When the CBN wheels
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Tooth No.
T~ Root

No.1 K~'\ '\"<:\ '\ '\ ,\" \S

No.1 0 K ""'''''''',,'' "'''" "(a) Ground on the authors' grinder
Tip Root

No.1 K' '" \(~ \""\~,,'\ '('"
No.lO ~~ \ \: '\ ,,""'''

(b) Ground on
a conventional

f 20:
3mm

No.1

No. lO

(c) Skived on a hobbing machine

Fig. 9- Tooth profiles of three gears

with grain sizes of #100 and #200 were used, surface rough-
nesses in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 ,/tm Rmax. were obtained at
a work rolling speed of Vg - 60 mm / min and a depth of
cut (J - 30 ~m. When the -CBN wheel with a grain size of
#50 was used, mirror finished tooth surfaces were obtained
by reducing the work rolling speed to 10 mm/min. However,
some waviness was observed at. the surfaces, and therefore,
the surface quality was not as good as that finished by the
wheels with a grain size of #100 or #200.

Increases in the wheel speed are beneficial for obtaining
a smoother surface if the vibration of the wheel can be
avoided at higher speeds. See Figs. 12(b) and (b'),

Effects of Depth of Cut
As estimated from the mechanism of mirror finishing, tooth

surface roughnesses hardly increase when the depth of cut
is increased at a constant work-rolling speed. Fig. 13 shows
surface roughnesses of teeth finished at a work rolling speed
of V2g - 20 mm/min. The surface roughness of teeth fin-
ished at a depth of cut of 3 ",m was about 0.1 ,/tm Rmax
(== 1.0 {10 in. Ra), When the depth of cut was increased by
a factor of about 30, the surface roughness incr-eased to about
0.5 JIm Rmax·

Effects of Grinding Fluid
Application of grinding fluid is very effective for improv-

ing both the surface finish and accuracy of the tooth trace.
Fig .. 14 shows surface roughnesses and tooth traces of gear-s
finished with and without grinding fluid. In dry grinding, in-
sufficient cleaning of removed chips sticking to the edges of
the abrasive grains and insufficient removal of the grinding
heat bring about reduction in the surface quality of teeth
ground. Thermal expansion of gear teeth is greater at and
near the center of the face width. Due to this effect, the tooth
traces become appreciably concave when the depth of cut
and/or the work rolling speed 'exceed a certain limit.

Application of a. small amount of grinding fluid improves
surface roughness appreciably as seen in Fig ..14(b). In order



Tooth No.
No.1 K ,,\ \ \ " \ "" \ \ '" I

No .. 10 K,\ \:'\ '\ '\ '" '\ '""""\~J
(a) Ground on the authors' grinder

No.1 K"\ <\ <: '" ,,\\ \ \ ""--'
No. 10 ,~,\" '" \::0:::::: '" ,,"" '\ '\1

(b) Ground on
a conventional grinder

t2D
/J;om

3mm

No.1 ~. <\ \\ " '( \\ \ \~

No.10 ~\:\'\"'""''''\~~
(el Skived on a hobbing machine

1---

Fig. 10- Tooth traces of three gears

to prevent the thermal effect which brings about concave
tooth traces, a larger amount of grinding fluid must beap-
plied to the tooth being ground.

We3tf and Grinding Ratio of CON Wheels
Using the trial gear grinder, the wear and the grinding ratio

(volume of removed metal/worn volume of grinding wheel)
of CBN wheels were investigated under different grinding
conditions,

Effects of Grinding Fluid
fig. 15 shows an example of the grinding ratios obtained

in finishing .of hardened gears with a hardness of about. 800
HV using a resinoid CBN wheel with a grain size of #200.
Wheel. and work speeds were 1130 m/minand 20 mm/min,
respectively. Effects of grinding fluid upon the grinding ratio
were very small under these moderate grinding conditions.
In some cases, grinding fluid can prevent abnormal wear
under severe grinding conditions.

Effects of Wheel Speed and Bonding Material
The eHects of the CBN wheel speed upon the wear of the

wheel were comparatively small, Fig. 16 shows changes in
the worn volume when the resin bonded (resinoid) and metal
bonded wheels were used at speeds of 1800 and 3600 rpm.
It should be noted that the worn volume of the CBN wheel
with metal bonded grains was appreciably smaller than that
of the resin bonded wheel. Increase in the wheel speed caused
an increase in the wear of the wheel. This is contrary to the
general expectation based on the results obtained in the high
speed grinding with Alundum wheels. (8)

Fig. 17 shows grinding ratios obtained when grinding
hardened gears using the resin bonded and metal banded
wheels with the same grain size (#100). Grinding conditions
(Vg - 60 mm/min, a - 30 /-1m)were comparatively severe,
ana therefore, grinding fluid was applied at a flow rate of
6 tlmin. When the resinoid wheel was replaced by the metal
bonded wheel, the grinding ratio increased by a factor of
about 6. However, this replacement of wheels brought about

(b) With grain size ot #200

Fig. n- Surfaces of resinoid CBN wheel

~

~
la) N50 grain size (a') ~50 grain size

<::;"" \ '\ '\ '\"<0"""'"
"''''''''\''' ",,'0;'\\"'.:'
(b') #100 grain size

"........ "''\'''''''''''''''''',,''""""'''0:'(\"",,,,,,
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Fig. 12- Effects of grain size and wheel speed upon roughnesses
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all increase in surface roughnesses ..Of course, mirror finished
tooth surfaces with a roughness of about 0.2 JAffi Rmax can
be achieved using the metal bonded CBN wheel when the
grinding conditions are properly selected.

Effects of Work Speed
The grinding ratio changes with the work rolling speed at

the same wheel speed. Fig. 18 shows grinding ratios obtained
under different. work rolling speeds using a resinoid CBN
wheel with a grain size ofH2oo. The grinding ratio increased
with the work rolling speed up to a certain limit (about 800
at Vg - 60 mm/min and a = 30 11m), and thereafter,
decreased due to the effect of abnormal wear. The abnormal
wear is caused by the detachment of effective grains with
strong cutting ability. This detachment is due to excessive
force acting at the cutting edges of the grains.

Effects of Work Hardness
It is generally believed that the ground surfaces become

a little rougher when the hardness of work materials is made
lower. However, mirror finishing of low hardness gears was
achieved when the authors' grinder was used. For example,
Fig ..19 shows surface roughnesses of a gear with a hardness
of 290 HB ..Mirror finished surfaces with a roughness of about
0.1 11mwere obtained at a comparatively large depth of cut
(30 p.m) but a low work-rolling speed of 6 mm/min.

Note that the wear of CBN wheels becomes appreciably
larger in the grinding of low hardness steel gears. Fig. 20
shows grinding ratios obtained in grinding of a high hard-

fig. 13- Effects of depth of cut upon surface roughness
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Fig. 1.4- Surface roughnesses and tooth traces (Effect of grinding fluid)
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ness gear with 800 HV and a lower hardness gear with 290
HB. In grinding the lower hardness gear, the lower grinding
ratios were obtained when the work rolling speed was in-
creased from. 20 to 60 mm./min. This result is contrary to
the one obtained when grinding high hardness gears.

The appreciably lower grinding ratios obtained in the
grinding of low hardness steel may be ascribed to the higher
plastic deformability which brings about a difficulty in pro-
duction of grinding chips ..

Discussion

Errors Caused by Wear of Grinding Wheel
Wear of CBN wheels is very small under normal grinding

conditions, and its effect is negligible in grinding one test gear.

Comparison with Alundum Wheel
In order to compare their cutting ability, two Alundum

wheels with much the same grain sizes as those of the CBN
wheels were used on the trial. gear grinder, Fig. 21 shows
changes in the tooth profiles and tooth traces of a hardened
gear of up to 150 teeth, ground by an Alundum wheel without
re-dressing .. The tooth trace error (concavity) was clearly
observed after grinding 150 teeth when the ground surface
began to burn. In the case of the CBN wheel, a sufficient
grinding ability had been retained under the same grinding
conditions and no traces of burning were seen on the tooth
surfaces even after grinding 150 teeth or more. Accuracies
of the gear ground by the CBN wheel were better than those
of the gear ground by the Alundum wheel as shown in Fig. 22.

Ch.anges in Hardness Due to Grinding
It is generally accepted that CBN wheels can grind cooler

than Alundum wheels and hardly bring about. tempering ef-
fects at and below ground surfaces. However, it is better to
use a grinding fluid when the grinding conditions are com-
paratively severe. Fig..23 shows changes in hardnesses of four
gears ground with and without grinding fluid. In the case of
fully hardened gears, an appreciable decrease in hardness was

fig. 15 - Grinding ratio in dry and wet grinding
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Fig. ]?,'-Elfects of graln bonding material upon grinding ratio

observed in dry grinding, while an increase in hardness was
observed in the case of a lower hardness gear with 290 HB.
In wet grinding with a non-soluble grinding fluid flooded at
a rate of 1.5l!min, no decrease in the hardness was observed
in the fully hardened gear .

Application to Other Grinders
The results shown in this article can be applied effectively

to improve a shaving<utter grinder because its grinding
process is almost the same as that in the trial gear grinder.

Mirror finishing of circular-arc tooth-trace cylindrical gears
will be possible when a, cup-type grinding wheel w:ith an ef-
fective surface at and near the edge is used. Note, in this case
'that. the face milling ClJuers(91 cannot be used for rough and
sem:i-finishjng of gears.
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Fig. 1.9-Surface fOug)messes of lower hardness gear
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Fig. 20 - Effects of gear hardness upon grinding ratio
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Fig. 23 - Changes in hardness of ground gear

Production Rate in Mirror Finishing of Gears
As described in the mechanism of mirror finishing and the
expernnental results, mirror finishing of tooth surfaces can
be achieved at a lower work roBing speed less than 100
mm/min. However,a comparatively large depth of cut
(30·50 I"m) is allowable in the mirror finishing when suffi-
cient grinding fluid is applied to the grinding region. Notice
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that mirror finished tooth surfaces can be obtained without
the use of the spark-out grinding process. This saves much
time in the final grinding process. Rough grinding is possi-
ble, leaving a finishing stock of 10-30' p.m, and 'then mirror
finishing can be done bya single pass of the wheel. For 'ex-
ample, mirror finishing of the test gears with 25 teeth could
be achieved within 20-30 minutes when the tria] gear grinder
was used ..Production rates in mirror finishing of tooth sur-
faces will be improved in the future .. At the present time,
it may be estimated that mirror finishing of tooth surfaces
may be performed ata production rate acceptable in
praetiee.

'Conclusions
Using a gear grinder designed and made by the authors,

the following results were obtained:
(1) In contrast to the general expectation that CBN wheels

produce rougher surfaces than conventional Alundum wheels,
very smooth mirror-like surfaces have been obtained using
a CBN wheel (Fig. 1).

(2) The mechanism of mirror finishing with CBN wheels
has been clarified and supported by experiments.

(3) Mirror finished tooth surfaces with a roughness of about
0.1 #LmRaw<(:!: LO JJ. in. Ra)are easily obtained using CBN
wheels with grain sizes of #100 and #200.

(4) Minor finishing of low hardness gears is possible, but
the grinding ratio in the mirror finishing becomes appreciably
smaller than that in the grinding of fuUy hardnened gears.

(5) Grinding ratios obtained using a metal-bonded CBN
wheel are appreciably greater than those obtained with a
resin-bonded CBN wheel,but the tooth surface quality with
the metal-bonded. wheel. is a little lowerun.der the same grind-
ing conditions.

(6) It is better to use grinding fluid for improving the sur-
face finish and also for avoiding the reduction in hardness
at and near the ground surface of fully hardened gears.
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A Logical Procedure To Determine
Initial Gear Size

by
Abraham l Tucker, P.E.

Gear Engineering
San Diego, California

Abstract
A logical procedure is described for determining the minimum

size ,gearset required to transmit a given load for a given operating
life. Variations of this procedure are applied to different gearar-
ra~gements. These include speed reducers, speed increasers, star and
planet reducers, and star and planet increasers. A logic flow diagram
is included for computer application.

Introduction
When a gear set is to be designed for at new application,

the minimum size gears with the required capacity are desired.
These gears must be capable of meeting the power, speed,
ratio, life, and reliability requirements.

The intent of this article is to present a logical and orderly
sequence of steps to detennine this size. The tenn "size" refers
to the diameters and face widths. On multi-stage gear units
this procedure would be applicable to one stage at a time.

For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed here that the gear
set is steel and that the hardness of the meshing gears are alike
and are &iven in the Rockwell C scale. Gears of differing hard-
ness or gears on the BHN scale can also. use this type of pro-
cedure. AGMA 218.01(1) provides equations to determine
the allowable stresses.
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Basic Equation
The basic equation for this procedure is derived from the

classical Hertz equation for the surface compressive stress on
two curved surfaces. It has been rearranged to. produce asolu-
tion for a minimum pinion diamet'er.!21 For an external gear
set it is

d ~ rO.7 Tp E (~ + 1) (cos HA}2 K~llJ (J)L 52 R mg Sin PAn cas PAn mp J

For an internal gear set the term (mg -1) would be used
in place of (mg +I).

Pinion Torque
The torque on the pinion determines its required size and,

consequently, the size of the entire gear train. By derinition,
a pinion is the smallest member in a gear train. In a speed
reducer i.t would be the driver. In a speed increaser it would
be the driven member. In an epicycle train it may be either
the sun or the planet (or star), depending on the ratio. Fig.
1illustrates these differences. This will be considered in the
equations which follow.

One of the major factors which determines the gear size
is the transmitted torque through the pinion, Tp. Input data
required to determine this torque are as follows:

1. Input speed, ni, rpm
2. Desired output speed, no, rpm
3. Horsepower, P
4. Number of equal power paths, K
s. Type of gear arrangement.

If the gear set is simple speed reducer, either single mesh
or multiple countershalt, then:
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T
63025 P

Pl= ni K
(2)

mg] = ni/no (3)

If it is a simple speed increaser. then:

T - 63025 P
P2- no K

(4)

mg2 = no/ni (5)

For a speed reducer which has a star arrangement, where
the input is to the sun and output is from the ring. and where
3 ~ Mg ~ 10, the sun is the pinion. This will be designated
as STAR 1. See Fig. 1. Then:

M nig .... -
no

(6)

Mg-1
mg) = 2

T _ 63025 P
-Pl - ni K

(7)

(2)

\Nhen the star set reducer ratio is 1.2 ~ Mg < 3, each star
is a pinion. This wlH be designated as STAR 2. See Fig. 1.
Then:

mSl, = 2
Mg - 1

63025 P
TpJ = .ru mg K

(B)

(9)

If the star set is a speed increaser and the input is to the
ring. the output to the sun and the carrier would be fixed.
Similar reasoning may be applied to determine which item
is the pinion, its transmitted torque. and the diameter ratio
of sun to star, mg.

For a planet type speed reducer where the ring is fixed.
the input is to the sun and output is through the carrier. If
the speed ratio is4 ~. Mg ~ 11, tJte sun is the pinion. This
will be designated as PLANET 1. See Fig. L Then:

Mg - .2 (10)
mgs = .2

T = 63025 P
PI ni K

(2)

If the planet set speed ratio is 2.2 < Mg < 4, the planets
are the pinions. This will be designated as PLANET 2. See
fig. I. Then;

2 (11)mo, =
00 Mg - 2

T = 6~025 P
P3 m mg K

(12)

If the planetary set is a speed increaser, the input is to the
carrier, output is to the sun, and the ring gear is fixed.
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Fig. 1- Some common gear arrangements showing the location of the pinion
in the train. -

Depending on the ratio. similar logic may be applied to deter-
mine which member is the pinion, itstransmitted torque. and
the diameter ratio of the sun and planet, mg.

Allowable Contaclt Stress
The allowable contact stress, Sc, for agiven fatigue li£.e

in hours. Lh, is the next factor which determines the required
gear size. To determine this allowable stress the input data
needed are

1. Desired life in number of hours, Lh.
Z. Material hardness. Rockwell C scale, HRC.

Allowable contact stresses at 107 cycles, Sac, are specified
in AGMA 218.01, Table 5. m An equation to determine the
conservative end of t.hese allowable stresses would be

Sac = 3333.33 HRC (13)

The life in hours must next be converted to number of con-
tact cycles, N.

N = Lh 60 ni K for speed reducers (14)

N = Lh 60 no for speed increasers (15)

30 Gear TechnoloQ,y

fig. 2-Aow Diagram.

The maximum allowable stress from 0 to 104 cycles is
constant, Therefore, if N < 104, then let N = 104

.

Between 10' and 107 cycles, the allewable contact stress,
Sc, to meet the fatigue life per AGMA 218.01 is

2.466
Sc = Sac Lc.056

(16)

Above 1.07cycles, the allowable contact stress to meet the
fatigue life is

1.4488
Sc = Sac Lc-0ZJ

(17)

Mini.rnum. Pinion Size
To determine the minimum pinion size, some additional

input data are required ..
A. For new designs. a reasonable ratio. ol Fzd is desired. The

face width should be short enough to. minimize the ef-
fects of lead errors and shaft deflections. It should not
be too short, or the required diameter would be too large.



NomencJ.bn
Os- Car pitch diameter
Dp - Pinion pitch diameter
Dr - RJna par pitch diameter
0.- Sun par pitch diameIer
Da - Star Of planet pitch diameter
d- MInimum required pinion pitch diameter
E- Youna's modulus
P - Face width

HA - Helix angle
tIRe - Hardness, Rockwell C

lP - lnteger part
K - Number of equal power paths

J(d - Oeratinc factor
1.£ - Life in number of cydas
U\ - Life In hours

Ma - Reduction ratio, epicydic gear train
.. - Ratio of gear pinion diameters
mp - Profile contact ratio

- Number of life cycles
Ns - Number of teeth in sear

- Number of teeth in pinion
Nr - Number of teeth an rina par
Nt - Number of teeth in sun
~ - Number of teeth in &tar Of planet

Nri - Initial estimate of number of teeth m
rfrta gear

Di - Input IpIed rpm
DO Output speed, desired, rpm

- Output speed, actual rpm
p. Hmwepower

Po - Preeure angle, normal
Pa - Dllmletral pitch norma1

PI.ANBT - A planetary set where 4 .. Ms .. 11
Pl..ANII' 2- A planetary set where l.l .. Mg < 4

H- Ratio F d
Sc-- Allowable contact me. at the desired

fatiaue life, psi
Sec - AIhMabIe contact stn!II at 1(1 cydes, psi

A ... gear set where 3 < Mg < 10
STAtZ - A star gear set where 1.2 < Mg < 3

Tp - Pinion torque, lb. in.

A reasonable initial F/d ratio would be

R = __m-",g,--
mg + 1

B. The normal pressure angle, PAn, and the helix angle, HA,
must be provided as initial.input data. They influence the
surface curvature and the resultant surface compressive
stress. A reasonable initial estimate for the profile con-

(18)

tact ratio would be

rnp = 2.54 - .04 PAn (191

C. In the basic equation, rnp is applicable only to helical
gears. Therefore, for spur gears, HA - 0 and mp - 1.

D. An initial estimate for the total derating factor, Kd, is
required. This estimate could be set to an initial value
of 2. A more precise value could be determined after the
size and pitch line velocity are known. The basic 'equa-
tion could then be reiterated.

This completes the initial input data. Th minimum re-
quired gear size can now be determined using the basic
equation:

d _ [.7 Tp 29.5 106 (mg + 1)(c05 HA)2 Kd]ll3 (1)
S~ R mg sin PAn cos PAn mp

and F=dR (20)

Numbers ,of Teeth and Dlameteal Pitch
When the minimum pinion diameter is determined, an in-

teger number of teeth and a diametral pitch must be chosen.
For simple meshes a practical number of pinion teeth, gear
teeth, and diametral pitch may be determined by the follow-
ing equations:

Np - rp 17 m

g
m

: 2 cos HA + 1] (21)

(Note: The above equation is an empirical determination
which would normally provide teeth stronger in bending than
in surface compression.)

Ng = IPENp mg) + .sJ
[ N ]Pn = IP p
d cos' HA

(22)

(23)

Final pitch and gear pitch diameters would be

Np
Dp -

Pn cos HA
(24)

Ng (25)Dg ....
Pnccs HA

For star or planet trains, an empirical equation to,determine
a reasonable number of pinion teeth would be

Np - IP [17m~;1 cos HA + 1] (26)

Then:

Pn - IP [ Np ]-
d cos HA

(23)

To determine numbers of teeth in the other gears in star
or planet sets, the following procedures are required:
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1. For a "STAR 1" or "PLANET 1" reducer the sun gear is
the pinion. Therefore:

Ns = Np (27)

2. For a "STAR 2:' or "PLANET 2" reducer the stars or planets
are the pinions. Therefore:

Ns = IP I~NPmg) + 1]

3. For all star reducers, an initial. estimate tor number of ring
gear teeth would be

(28)

Nri = Ns Mg (29')

41. For all planet reducers an initial estimate for number of
ring gear teeth would be

Nri = Ns(Mg - 1) (.30)

The sum of the teeth in the sun and ring must be divisible
by the number of stars or planets. The result must be an in-
teger. The following procedure win accomplish this.

X = IP [Nri ; Ns + .sJ (31)

(32)Nr = K X - Ns

Nz =~P Nr ~ NS] (33)

Pitch diameters of 'the gears in the epicyclic train would
then be

Ds NS (34)
Pn cos HA

D2
Nz (35)

=
Pn cos HA

Dr
Nr (36)

= Pn cos HA

With the numbers of teeth now known, actual output
speed, no a, and the precise reduction ratio, Mg, may be
determined.

The procedures above for determining numbers of teeth
and diametral pitch wiD provide gear sets with pinions slightly
larger than the required minimum. This approach is inten-
tionaJly conservative.

A logic flow diagram of this gear size determination is
shown in Fig. 2. It may be used as a guide to program this
procedure on a computer.

Conclusi.on
A complete and logical procedure can be applied to deter-

mine the size of a gear set to carry a given load for a given
required life. The examples herein show the procedures for
applying this logic to several varieties of gear trains. It can
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be expanded to include many additional types of gear train
arrangements, such as 'epicyclic speed increasers. The steps
are in a logical sequence to provide easy programming for
a computer or on a calculator. They will prove useful to the
design engineer who is given a complete set of requirements
or specifications and must then design a suitable gear set start-
ing with a blank piece of paper.
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BACK TO BASICS ...

Curvic Coupling Design
Gleason. Works

Rochester, New York

/
CONCAVE TEETH

GRfND(NG WHEEl

FIg, 1 - L ft. a cross-section view taken perpendicular to the axis of a con-
cave Curnc Coupling. RighI, the mating convex Cwvic Coupling. Noll' the
curved teeth,

Intwducti.on.
Curvic Couplings were first introduced in 1942 to meet the

need for permanent couplings and releasing couplings
(clutches), requiring extreme accuracy and maximum load
carrying capacity, together with a fast rate of production.
The development of the Curvic Coupling sterns directly
from the manufacture of Zerol" and spiral bevel gears
since it is made on basically similar machines and also
uses similar production methods. The Curvie Coupl-
ing can therefore lay claim to the same production
advantages and high precision associated with bevel gears.

The term "Curvic Couplings" refers to toothed ccnnection
members with the teeth spaced circumlerentially about the
face and with teeth which have a characteristic curved shape
when viewed in a place perpendicular to the coupling axis
(see Fig. 1.). This curvatureexists because the membersare
machined with at face-mill cutter or at cup-type grinding wheel.
One member is made with the outside edge of the cutter or
wheel as shown at the left of the 6gure,a_nd a concave, or
an hour glass shaped tooth is produced. The mating member
is usuaJly cut or ground with the inside edge, thus produc-
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ing a convex, or barrel-shaped tooth. The radius of the cut-
ter or the grinding wheel surface is chosen in such a way that
the teeth willeil'her mate along the full face width of the tooth
or along only a section of the face width, as desired.

The three basic types of Curvic Couplings are (I) the fixed
Curvic Coupling, (2) the Semi-Universal Coupling, and (3)
the Releasing Coupling (or dutch), The coupling provides a
positive drive along with precision centering and high load
carrying capacity.

Fixed Curvic Couplings
The fixed Curvic Coupling is a precision face spline for

joining two members, such as two sections of a shaft, to form
a single operating unit.

The fixed Curvic Coupling is used extensively in the con-
struction of built-up turbine and compressor rotors for air-

Fig. 2 - A compressor rotor assembly [or an aircraft jet engine, The Fixed
Curvic Coupling is used to accu1ately position the separate interchangeable
discs.



craft and industrial gas 0: steam turbine ,engines as shown
in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. Figs. Sand 6 'show a method of joinLng
a turbine impeller ora. bevel gear to a shaft, Crankshafts can
be made of sepa:rate, interchangeable parts by means of a
e,oupling as shown in Fig. 7.

The Fixed Curvic Coupling is also used' today by many
major machine tool manufacturers for precision in-
dexing mechanisms as illustrated in !Figs. 8 and 9.

1"\1. J- A turbine rotor assembly for a stationary gas 'turbine. Note the Fi.xed
Curvic CouplJ.ng teeth between 'each disc.

Re:Jeasing Couplings (Clutches)1
The Releasing Couplings are designed and made so

that the proper 'tooth contact is maintained while the dutch
engages and disengages. ]n the larger sizes, a helical surface
is used to accomplish this. On small clutches, this action is

Semi-Universal Couplings
The Semi-Universal Coupling is also a precision

face spline loosely coupled to permit up to 20

misalignment of shafts together with axial free-
dom. The teeth of one member usually have
a curved profile to keepthe load localized
in the middle of the tooth and to 'transmit
more nearly uniform motion.

Fig. 101 Illustrates an application of semi.-
universal couplings and shows the typical tooth
shape.

approximated by a special locallzed tooth bearing. The two
members of a. shift or overload clutch are usually held

in position by spring pressure. By adjusting the amount
of pressure, the amount of torque which can be

transmitted without disengagement of the dutch
can be controlled. Shift clutches are used today

in a wide variety of applications iincluding
aircraft,. automotive, farm equipment and
power tools,

The app]ica'Hon shown in Fig. 11 can be
produced by cutting or grinding, depending
on accuracy required.

Design f;eatures
The basic geometry of th Curvic Coupling

has been given in Fig. 1. The grinding wheel
sweeps across the fa.ce of th coupling con'tacting

one side of one tooth and the opposite side of another
tooth in a single engagement. During one complete

revolution of the work, the machining of the Curvic
Coupling is completed,

The radius of the grinding wheel, th number of teeth, and
the diameter of the Curvie Coupling are all interdependent
as shown in fig. 12.
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:Fig.4-A stationary gas turbine rotor showing the through bolts used for
clamping the F.~ed Curvic Coupling members together ...

Fig. 5 - A Fixed Curvic Coupling used in assembling a turbine impeller and
shaft.
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Fig. 6-Curvic Couplings are used Itoenable separate manufacture of bevel
gear and long shaft.

Fig. 7-A secnon of a crankshaft showing the Fixed Curvi.c Coupling.
Crankpins, crankwebs and [oumals were made separately for ease of manufac-
tureand handling.

The basic relationship is as follows:
n, = number of half pitches included between two

engagements of grinding wheel.
N = number of teeth in Curvic Coupling.
r =radius of grinding wheel,
A = mean radius of Cu_rvic Coupling,

th R_90oXnx
en /.1- N

and r =A tan f3.
The radius of the grinding wheel can be changed by chang-

ing nx as wen as by changing N and A. The diameter of the
grinding wheels used varies between nomina1 values of 6'
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Fig. a, and 9 - The precision accuracy of Fixed Curvic Couplings permits the precise
indexing and repeatability required on this horizontal turret lathe
(Fig. 8) and vertical turret lathe (Fig. 9).

and 21'. The maximum Curvic Coupling diameter produced
is 50' and the smallest diameter is 0.375·.

Curvic Coupling teeth can be produced with a wide range
of pressure angles to suit the application.

A view of ground Fixed Curvic Coupling teeth at the out-
side diameter is shown in Fig. 13. The chamfer on the top
of the teeth is automatically ground as the tooth slot is being
ground. The chamfer permits a larger fillet radius to be used,
thus strengthening the 'teeth. Also shown is the characteristic
gable bottom which eliminates any possibility of forming a
stress-raising step in the root of the tooth ..Fig. 14 shows the
tooth configuration of a typical Curvic Coupling.

As can be seen in Figs. 1and 12, the space between two
adjacent Curvic teeth is ground at two different locations on
the wheel to obtain the proper taper of the tooth toward the
wupIing center. The grinding wheel then must be wide
enough to cover at least half of the tooth space width at the
outside diameter and still be narrow enough to pass through
the space at the inside.

To do this ,the inside diameter of the coupling must be
equal to, or greater than, 75% of the outside diameter.

Another design feature of Fixed Curvic Couplings permits
localization of the tooth contact area, The tooth contact for
most applications should be centrally located and the length
of contact should be approximately 50% of the face width
when checked with the mating control coupling under light
pressure. The type of application and method of bolting deter-
mine the tooth bearing length which should be used. Under
pressure of the bolting load the tooth bearing area will in-
crease, thus insuring a uniform distribution of contact over
the entire tooth surface.

Because the grinding wheel sweeps across the face of the
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coupling, it is usually necessary that the blank design con-
tai.n no projections beyond the root line of the teeth. For
proper clearance, the nearest projection should be at least 1/32•

below the root line.
In designing a Fixed Curvic Coupling it is essential to con-

sider the method of bolting or clamping the two members.
The tension in the bolt or bolts must be sufficient to keep
the coupling teeth in full engagement under all conditions of
operation . Furthermore, the bolts must have clearance
throughout their entire length so that centering is accom-
plished only by the Fixed Curvic Coupling teeth.

In selecting the required coupling size, three items deter-
mine the load which the coupling teeth will carry. The teeth
must (1) be strong enough so they will not shear, (2) have
sufficient surface area to prevent pitting, galling, and fret-
ting corrosion, and (3) be supported by adequate material
to withstand tension across the root of the tooth space.

The shear strength is dependent upon the cross-sectional
area. of an the teeth . Since there is no backlash in a Fixed
Curvic Coupling.the teeth are in intimate contact so that half
of the metal is ordinarily removed in both members,
regardless of the number of teeth. or their depth. With this
condition, the torque load is carried over a shear area ap-
proximately half as large as in a one-piece hollow shaft.

The allowable surface loading will depend on the contact
area of the coupling teeth. Standard tooth proportions are
used to maintain a constant area for a given coupling diameter
regardless of the number of teeth. This area. is sufficient to
carry a load corresponding to the safe load in shear, and the
proportions are varied only in special cases.

The third factor affecting the load carrying ability of the
coupling is related to the bolt tension. Tension in the bolt



Hg..lO-A Cwvic Coupling ,oFthe semi-universal 'type is employ«i al both
ends of this int'l!nnediale drive wft.

FiB. ll-.A shjfl dutch for a trod application. The 'tops of the teeth have
gl>.flefaled belica\ surfaC!\!S.

forces the coupling members together causing a wedging ef-
.fed between the mating teeth. This wedging dfect creates a
tensile stress!n. the blank under the tooth space. An increased
amount of backLng material, will decrease this stress within
limits.

Design Proeedwe
After considering the type of Curv:ic Coupling required to

meet the needs of a given application, it is possible to deter-
mine the approximate SW! which is necessary to transmit a
specified load.

For initial size determination on fixed Curvi.c Couplings
either Graph 1 or the following formUla can be used:

~
T wbere D= coupling diameter, (inches)

D,.. - T (Ib' h )- uno -'torque' -inc es

Thisassumes that the face length is .125 times the coupl-
ing diameter or .875", whichever Is smaller, and a material
with an Ultimate strength of 150,000 P.S.l. is employed.
Graph 2; applies to Serai-Universal CUMC Coupling~ and
Graph 3 covers shift and everload clutches which engage or
disengage under load. For a shift clutch which is engaged or

disengaged only while standing still, use the Craph 1. Graphs.
2 and 3 aile based on the use ,of case-hardening steel at 601

Rockwell "C".
The maximum torque value during operation should be

used in the above determination. ]I, however, there is a peak
st3J'ting torque or other peak overload torque which occur
very infrequently during the life ·of the unit and does not ex-
ceed 5 seconds durarion at any one tim • this peak value
should be divided in half and compared with the maximum
opera'tLn-8torque. The higher o.f these two values should be
used to d.eterminecoupling size.

CIRCLE A-13 ON READER R,EPLYCARD
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Curvic Coupling Design
Having chosen the ininal size of the Curvic coupling, it

is necessary to determine the number of teeth and the face
width. Pressure angle and whole depth will be considered in
later sections. When using standard tooth proportions, the
surface contact area of the Curvic teeth will remain constant
for a given coupling diameter, regardless of the number of
t,eeth. Also, the shear area remains substantially constant for
a given coupling diameter, regardless of the number of teeth.

Couplings are usually designed with a diametral pitch rang-
ing from 3 to 8. Graph 4 shows a recommended range for
diametral pitch in relation to outside diameter. This curve
is intended only asa guide, and the designer may depart from
it if special requirements exist. Diametral pitch is taken at
the outside diameter and, therefore, the number of teeth
equals the diametral pitch multiplied by the outside diameter
of the coupling.

The face width of the Curvic coupling is the radial distance
between the outside and inside radii of the coupling. It is
almostdireetly proportional to the stress when the outside
diameter is held constant. Often, the configuration of the
assembly or weight considerations will dictate the face width
to be used. The face width is generally .125 of the outside
diameter of the coupling in order to produce the Curvic
coupling with proper tooth taper.

Curvic: DesiWl
The initial. Curvic Coupling dimensions which have been

chosen in the preceding section should now be cheeked us-
ing the stress formulas for this particular type of coupling,

It is first necessary, however, to list the standard tooth pro-
portions for Fixed Curvic Couplings. Fig. IS shows a cross-
section view of the teethat the outside diameter and is the
standard fonn for a Fixed Curvic Layout. It shows the sym-
bols used for the various tooth dimensions. Standard depth
proportions are recommended for all heav:ily loaded applica-
tions, The 70% of standard tooth proportionsare usuaUy
satisfactory where less surface 'contact area is acceptable for
the lighter loads.

Fig. ]J- Fixed Curvk Coupling teeth viewed at the outside diameter, Note
the gable bottom.

GABLE BonoM
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Fig. 14- The Itooth configuration of the Fixed Curvic Coupling is dearly
shown on this marine radar part.



Standard Tooth
Proportions

Alternate Tooth
Proportions

N/D N/D
..616
Pd

.070
Pd

.063
Pd

800

c
Pd

.100

Pd
.Q9()
Pd

The final values shou1d be rounded to the next higher even
thousandth.

Pd =diametral pitch at the outside diameter.

h -ca =_t_
2

b =ht-a
D=coupling outside diameter

c =clearance

Ct =chamfer height

ht= whole depth

a =addendum

b =dedendum

A pressure angle of .30° has been found to be most prac-
tical for most Fixed Curvic Couplings and is the standard.
This pressure angle is the best compromise between a low
pressure angle, with its corresponding light separating force,
and a high pressure angle with its gr'eater strength, Also, the
axial and radIal runout of the Curviccoupling can be held
more accurately at higher pressure angles, such as 300

, since
the tooth spacing accuracy is constant for all pressure angles,
and the axial component ofa given spacing error decreases
as pressure angle increases.

If special design conditions require i't, the pressure angle
for a Fixed Curvic Coupling can be as low as 100 or as high
as 400

• The strength formulas given are applied to pressure
angles between 200 and 40°. For lower pressure angles, in-
crease the calculated stress up to 25%.

For pressure angles 20° and lower, 'the amount of clearance'
should be doubled.

The fillet. radius, the tooth thickness and the height of the
gable bottom (see Figs. 13 and. 15) are calculated on the
worksheets for machine settings.

A calculation for shear stress and for surface stress should

DEBU'RR,S GEAR'S
FAST

* SET-UPS
TAKE

SECONDS* INTERNAL-EXTERNAl.
SPUR & HElI'CAL GEARS

TO 20 INCHES DIAMETER
11707 McBean Drive, EI Monte, CA 91732

1818) 442-2898
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FIXED CURVlC COUPLING

__ . TEETH
__ PRESSURE ANGLE

o

CONVEX TEETH
(MATE CONCAVE)

VIEW AT OUTSIDE

fig, 1'5 - Fixed Curvic Coupling.

be made according to the following formulas:

Shear stress ss= T
l
_

1!'A F

where

TSurface stress sc=-"';;"'-
AfN ho

T = torque, lbs, inches
D-F

A=mean radius ofcoupling, inches=--
2

F= face-width, inches

N=number of teeth

ho =contact depth, inches = (ht - C - 2ct)

The recommended allowable limit for shear stress is 15,000
psi. when there is combined torsion and bending. The recom-
mended allowable limit for shear stress is 30,000 psi. when
there is pure torsion and no bending. The recommended
allowable limit for surface stress is 40,000 psi. for all applica-
tions. These limits are suitable for continue us operation.
Higher stresses may be permissible for very short periods
which occur only infrequently during the .Iifeof the unit. Con-
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tinuous operation at higher stresses is likely to. result in tooth
breakage or surface distresson the Curvic teeth.

The allowable limits listed above are based on the use of
steel with an ultimate tensile strength of 150,00 psi. minimum
at operating temperatures. For steel with a lower ultimate
strength and for other materials such as aluminum, titanium,
and various heat-resistant alloys, the allowable limits should
be altered in direct proportions to the ultimate strength values
at operating temperature,

A pair of Fixed Curvic Couplings must be tightly clamped
together in assembly so that the teeth are in actual contact
under all conditions of operation. This damping action is
usually provided by a single through bolt or multiple bolts.
However, other means such as a special damp can be used
provided the above condition is met. It is importaru that the
clamping arrangement and clamping force be carefuUy
chosen, The bolt or bolts should have clearance throughout
their entire length so that centering is accomplished only by
the Fixed Curvic Coupling teeth.

The damping force should be at least one and one-half to
two times the sum of all the separating forces acting on the
Curviccoupling teeth. These separating forces usually .incluae
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CURVIC SHIFT CLUTCH

_ TEETH
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CONVEX TEETH
IMATE CONCAVE)

VIEW AT OUTSIDE

Fig. 16 - Curvic Shift Clutch,

(1) the separating. force produced by the action of the torque
on the Curvic teelh. '(2) the separating force produced by any
bending moment on the assembly, and (3}other separating
forces, such as those produced by gas pressure, thrust loads,
or other external operating characteristics.

The separating force produced by torque is found as
follows, neglecting the effect of friction:

T ,. .J.Ft=-· .-.an'l'- A

FI = separating force caused by torquewhere

T =torque
A =rnean radius 0.£ couplillg

c/)=pressure angle

The maximum separating force produced by a bending mo-
ment acti:ng:on the coupling. assembly is

F = SDM
·2 (D_F)2

where M = bending moment, inch Ibs ..

This maximum separadng force produced by a bending
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moment occurs only at one point on the periphery of the Cur-
vic coupling. The value ·of separating force drops off on either
side of this point in proportion to the distance from the
neutral axis. It is assumed that the coupling represents the
cross-section of a beam with the neutralaxfs at the axis of
the eoupllag. The neutral axis may actually be nearer the
coupling periphery, but the above choice gives a higher
separating Fotee and, thus, a more conservative design ap-
proach. After the clamping force is chosen to' meet these con-
ditions, the resulting surface stress on the Curvic coupling
teeth should be calculated according to the following formula:

S ={_1 Fc + T)I
tI: \NFh" 2 ran f./J A

where src=equivalent surface stress, drive side, psi

N= number of teeth

F=·face width. inches

ho =contact depth, inches

Fo=clamping force, Ibs.

T = torque, lbs. inches

cp =pressure angle

A =mean radius of coupling. inches

This calculated surface equivalent stress should not exceed
the compressive yield strength at the operating temperature
of the material being used.

As with any design consideration. it is important that 'the
calculated clamping force be applied to the actual assembly.
Where multiple bolts are used. they should all be elongated
by the same amount within 1%. Ta assist the shop in main-
taining these values. it is helpful. for the designer to provide
a convenient means for measuring or ga:gingthe final bolt
lengths at assembly. The use of a hollow bolt facilitates
assembly by allowing a heating eleme.nt to be inserted to
elongate the bolt a p:redeterminedamount. The nut is then
tightened by hand and, after cooling, the required amount
of tension is obtained.

When the bolts must pass throughthe region of the CUJ-

victeeth, i.t is possible to use a split-face Curvic, This type
of coupling has an inner and outer row of teeth separated
by a groove for the bolt holes. The same stress formulas are
used, with the sum of the two sections of face width inserted
for the face width value.

R.otor Design
Turbine and compressor rotors make up the largest pro-

portions of Fixed Curvic Coupling applications at present,
Typical construction with multiple damping bolts is shown
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. GeneraJ]y. mul.tiple damping bolts are
perferred for rotors where the coupling outside diameter is
greater than 10 inches. Satisfactory rotors have been built
witha. single through bolt •. but this requires a heavier sec-
tion in the end member to transfer the damping force from
the region of the bolt to the region of the Curvi.c coupling.
Also'. a single bolt tends to be affected by bending moments
on the rotor, whereas multiple bolts simply adjust to changes
in the preload as the assembly rotates.

Any suitable material can be used EoI' turbineand com-



pressor rotors since the Curvic Coupling Grinders can be pro-
vided with the optimum automatic grinding ,cycle for the
material chosen. To date, all varieties of heat-resistant alloys,
stainless steel, alloy steel, stellite, alcminum. aluminum
bronze, and titanium have been ground satisfadori]y.

The use of ~e materials in mating Clll'Vic ,ooupling rotor
discs creates a,condition where the two couplings, tend to ex-
p.and at different rates as the temperature increases. The stan-
dard Curv:ic tooth with an average amount of lengthwise cur-
vature has been found to provide sufiicien't l.ockingacHon
for most applications to date.

II a special design requirement makes it necessary te per-
mit relative movement, the Curvic ,ooupHng can be designed
with teeth which have a "half-barrel" shape.

This removes the radial restrcaining force and permits one
member to expand with respect to the other. Since the ex-
pansion maintains the same 'tooth angle, regardless ,of
diameter, the centering action of the Curvic coupling remains
unchanged, It should be noted, however, that the clamping
force exerts a very strong fractional forne whi.ch tends to resist
rei alive movement, regardless of the teeth shape.

Many aircraft rotor designs are composed of extremely
light.-weight sections which require additional locking action
in the Curvic teeth. to resist the effect of centrifugal force.
Here. a smaller diameter grinding wheel can be used to pro-
vide more lengthwise curvature on the teeth. Some designs
have separate light-weight spacers between the ruses and these
spacers are supported against centrifugal fOIOt!only through
the Curvte coupling teeth, A variation of the "half-barrel"
shaped tooth is used in such cases Itoprovide extra resistance
to this ,centrifugal force which is always acting in the same
relative direction. YVhenlhe amount 'of the relative centrifugal
force is kn.own,lhe included angle made by lines Itangent to
the two sides of a t,ooth can be determined to provide the
maximum locking action, while keeping the separating force
produced by this action within safe limits.

A turbine or compressor rotor which requires a 'series of
different Curvic coupling diameters to fit a tapering rotor eon-
figuration can oJt~n be made so 'that three or four diameters
can be 'taken from the same basic c,oupling development. In
this way. fewer developments are required with a J!esulting
saving in machineset~up time and tooling. In the case of the
split-face coupling, these Curvic coupling teeth must have
special calculetions for balanced tooth area ..

\!Vhen coolmg air is required to betransmitted to the in-
terior of a rotor, i't is usuaDy possible to provide extra
clearance at the mots of the Curvic ,coupling teeth. By using
the addendum and chamfer values found from the altemate
tooth proportions and the whole depth value from the stan-
da~d tooth proportions, a practical amount of additional.
clearance can. be determined. For face widths below the max-
i:mum limit, it is often pra.ctica]to exceed the standard depth
to obtain. more clearance area. The removal of 'teeth from
a Curvlc co.upling to provide coolingair passage should be
avoided .if possible.

In the opposite case, where the Curvic teeth must be corn-
pletely sealed to. prevent the passage ,of air, it is possible to
machine a.narrow circular groove in the face of both members
befor·e the Curv:ic teeth are ground. At assembly, a fledble

metallic sealing strip tan be inserted in this groove and the
members mated to form a seal. It is important that the seal-
ing strip be flexible enough so tha.t no centering action will.
take place to oppose the centeringaction ,of th Curvic
coupling.

The number of Curvic teelh should be made an even multi-
ple of the number of damping bolts to make it possible Ito,
assemble the parts of several different mesh points. The usual
practice for rotor assembly is to first balance the wdividual
discs and 'to'mark 'the heavy point on each disc. At assembly,
the heavy points are placed 180° apart on each suoceeding
disc to obt:aifl the best assembled balance.

for best control of runout at the periphery of the disc, the
disc diameter before blading should not exceed 2.5 times the
Curvic coupling outside diameter.

Design Example - Rotors
Suppose it is required to. design a Curviccoupling for an

aircraft compressor rotor Ito transmit a maximum torque of
340,000 lbs, inches. The design mnfigur,aHon requires that
the Curvic coupling outside diameter should be fTom 10.5"
to 11" with a face width of 0.375". (The use of ,the formula

, ~..TD---.'.l~no
indicates that a much smaller coupling could be used to ,carry
the load but other design facters have determined. th size.)

The material selected has ill yield strength of 100,000' psi.
at operating temperature and an ultimate strength of 150,000
psi.

We calculate th stresses for a 10.875" '0.0. and a .37511

face width,and a pressure angle of 30°. From. Graph 4 we
find that th suggested diamet:ral. pitch range for this diameter
is from 4..9 to 5.6. We will choose 54 teeth for this example.

N 54
Pd - 0 "'"10.875 - 4.97

"h =, .616 _ .,616 _ .124~
I - Pd 4.97

*c= .~70_ .070 ,_ .014H

- Pd 4.97

.. _ .063 ,... ..063... 014"
Cf Pd 4.97 .-

A ... D;f = 10.875
2
-.375 ,= 5.25

'ho = (n,-c-2c;r) - .124i- .0-t4-2(.014) - .082

s = T - == w X (:~~ .375 "'" 10,470. psi.
'5 TNF

T 340,'000
Sc = AFNL.I' - .,." 39.000 psi.

- •~''o 5.25 X .375 X 54 X .082

1 (. Fe T)
s~' -- +-NFho 2 tan tf; A

1 (., 150 000 340. 000)
= 54 X .375 X .082 .2 X .57735 + .5.25 ,I

=.602 (129,900+64,800')-.602 (194,700)-117,200 psi
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Semi-Universal Curvic Couplings
Having chosen the Curvic coupling diameter from Graph

2 or formula and the number of teeth, the tooth loads on
this type of coupling should be checked according to the
following formula;

where

F _l
3- ZAF

F3= tooth loading, lbs, per 1 inch face,

A =rnean radius of coupling, inches.

iF =face width, inches,

For satisfactory operations, "F)" should not exceed 2500
lbs, per I" face width when the coupling teeth are made of
case-hardened steel with a minimum hardness of 60 Rockwell

Successful operation of the semi-universal Curvic coupl-
ing is largely dependent on the profile curvature which is in-
troduced on the convex member. The pressure angle is always
0° at the pitch plane. When properly designed, this curvature
keeps the tooth contact safely positioned within the bound-
aries of the tooth surface, It also increases the number of teeth
in contact at any instant. The load calculation, however, is
based on having two teeth in contact. Angular misalignment
must not exceed 2°. Parallel offset of the shafts is limited to
one-half the amount of backlash.

To determine the required profile curvature on the con-
vex member, calculate the value of .6.Sp which is the bear-
ing shift above or below center on the two diametrically op-
posite teeth in contact.

.6.S = A s~n j,~
. p ism eo

.dE = angular misalignment

A =mean radius of coupling

tan28= ~o Rp

where

Rp = profile radius of cutter

It must be remembered that Ll.Sprepresents the shift of the
center of the tooth contact and should not be permitted to
travel to the edge of the tooth ..The height of profile contact
can be found as follows:

From these calculations, the addendum is obtained as
follows:

a =6.S.p+~+C,+.015'"

The clearance at the roots of the teeth must be at least as
large as the fillet radius plus the axial component produced
by the angular misalignment plus the amount of axial freedom
required in the coupling. The entire tooth design must be ex-
ecuted by trial. As a first assumption, choose a profile radius
equal to the cutter radius. If the required tooth depth is greater
than 1.25 times the circular tooth thickness at the outside

diameter, another trial should he made with a different pro-
file radius or cutter diameter. .

A typical Semi-Universal Curvic coupling tooth applica-
tion is shown in Fig. 10. Suitable arrangements must be made
for lubricating the assembled unit. Anenclosed design can
be packed with grease or pressure lubricated.

Shift and Overload Clutches
The number of tooth shapes whjch can be designed for shift

and overload clutches is practically unlimited, and it will only
be possible to outline the basic design procedure.

In general, shift clutches can be considered in three
categories: (1) clutches having 0° or negative pressure angles,
(2) clutches having 10° or positive pressure angles and (3)
saw-tooth clutches.

Overload clutches fall primarily in the second category,
with pressure angles usually in the range of 30° or 4S0 ,and
some overload clutches are in the form of saw-tooth clutches.
Special chamfers and helical. surfaces can be added tothe teeth
of these three basic types.

The layout form. for a Curvic shift dutch with 0° pressure
angle is shown in Fig. 16. A typical dutch of this type is
shown in Fig. 11. This type of shift clutch produces no axial
thrust and, in Fact, requires a substantial force to disengage
it when operating under load in order to overcome the effect
of friction. If vibration exists during operation and if there
are slight errors in concentricity and parallelism when the
members are assembled, there exists a tendency for the dutch
to slowly work out of engagement during operation. To over-
come this possibility, a dutch with a slight negative pressure
angle is often employed, usually from 2° to 5° negative, and
this creates a thrust force working to keep the coupling
members engaged.

To facilitate disengagement of the clutch members, as well
as engagement, a pressure angle of 1.0° is often used .. Ex-
perience has shown that the separating force with a 10°
pressure angle is approximately equal to the force of friction
so that only a light load on the shifter mechanism is needed
(continued on page 48)
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KiNEMATIC ANALYSIS OF ROBOTICS , ,.•
(continued from page 13)
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CURVIC COUPLING DESIGN ....
(continued from page 46)

to keep the clutch teeth in engagement or Ito move them out
of engagement ..Higher pressure angles are often used for shift
clutches to obtain a proportionately wider space between the
top lands of teeth for easy engagement.

The tooth contact 'of non-generated dutch teeth with
positive pressure angle will move very quickly to the edge
of the tooth at the heel as the clutch is disengaged under load ..
To obtain proper toothcontact at all depths of engagement,
a generated heheal surface should be used . For the great ma-
jority of small clutches which shih under load, however, it
is entirely satisfactory to design both membersw:ith identical
convex teeth. When both members are convex. the localized
tooth contact remains safely positioned on the surface of the
teeth at all depths of engagement thus approximating the ac-
tion of a helical surface.

Since this localized tooth contact travels from toe to heel
as the teeth are disengaged, the amount of this bearing shift
should be calculated.

4B: Gear leclmolDg¥

where

'S 1\" .&. fc"'!'·L="2 tan .....A

.lSI. = bearing shift lengthwise on the tooth

h, = contaet depth

Q =pressure angle

1'. = cutter radius,

A= mean radius or coupling

This calculated amount of bearing shift should be com-
pared with the available face width as foUo·ws:

aSL=F-~~ ~~~o

where F = face wid th

The shift dutch diarrreter which has been determined in
a previous section should be' checked according to the for-
mu1a below. This applies to case-hardened teeth which shift
under load and the calculated stress should notex.ceed.lS0,OOO
psi. maximum at operating temperatures.

O.9T
sC=AFh

o

where s,= surface stress, psi.
T=torque, Ibs .. inches

A =mean radius of dutch, inches

F= face Width, inches

he=contact depth

For clutches which shift under stationary no-load condi-
tions, 'the surface stress should not exceed 40,000 psi. for case-
hardened steel, as given by the foUowing formula:

T
SC ·AFN he

The standard tooth proportions given man earlier section
are suggested for mitial use m designing shift and overload
clutches.

• • •
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